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A2 System is a software development company with over 18 years of
experience. We always work hard on bringing the highest quality solutions to
all of our customers.

Our global business model allows us to serve clients all over the world
more efficiently.

We strive to understand the needs of our clients in order to find themost
appropriate solution better suited to the budget.

We offer solutions for any kind of client, whether it’s personal, micro-
companies, startups, or big corporations.

We trust you will find a solution to your software requirements in our services
portfolio.

Some of our clients:



Mobile Apps

Business Services

Web Development

Desktop Apps

Integrated Software / IoT

Back-end Services

Cloud Computing

Big Data

$ E-commerce

HOW
CANWE

HELPYOU?



BUSINESS
SERVICES

WE HAVE THE MOST
APPROPRIATE SOLUTION
TO YOUR NEEDS

Custom developments for your business.

Our services help organizations to optimize cost and
time integrating or developing specific computer
solutions. We offer, amongmany other services:

Process automation

Digitalization of information

Data analysis and use

Mobile apps and web pages

Integration in Social Media

Update and improvement of existing platforms

Optimization of communication: chatbots, emails,
text messages, calls

We get fully involved to work based on the
understanding of the needs of our clients, thereby
allowing us to offer the most appropriate solution. This
waywe help your business to becomemore productive,
offering high quality solutions, timely delivery, and
adapting the development according to the needs.



Go mobile with a high quality app, unique and well

designed!

Whether for your customers or for the internal use of

your company, A2 System has a highly qualified team

for the development of mobile applications, both

native on iOS and Android, and hybrid through

frameworks. Our developers give special attention to

the quality of the UX/IU design to simplify the use, the

data security and the performance optimization. We

achieve useful and intuitive tools for users this way, in

an attractive and functional app.

Power up your business with a highly innovative

web development!

A2 System creates attractive, secure and productive

web developments for its clients. Whether it is

classic or progressive web pages we can develop

powerful functionalities with an attractive design,

through the use of state of the art technologies.

We adapt development to each need, creating

products from scratch or improving existing pages.

We work with the most popular languages and

frameworks: Ember, Angular, React, Vue, WordPress,

Node.js, PHP, Javascript, HTML, CSS.

WEB
DEVELOPMENT

MOBILE
APPS



DESKTOP
APPLICATIONS

INTEGRATED
SOFTWARE / IOT

Software development specialized for integrated or
low level devices / IoT.

Microcontrollers with peripheral control, hardware
monitoring devices, geolocation devices...We adapt the
development of firmware to optimize the operation in
environments with such limited resources, especially
regarding memory, energy consumption and
communication with the outside. Depending on the
device, we work with protocols such as MQTT, DDS,
COAP, REST, XMPP, SCADA, or any other required to
adapt to each particular case.

Get solutions specifically adapted to your needs.

Wedevelop desktop applications to solve problems and
provide the specific functionalities required by your
company. We take advantage of new technologies
capable of converting web applications into desktop
applications, thus offering compatibility with different
operating systems and work environments (Windows,
Mac, Linux) from a single development. This allows to
workandobtain results faster,with lessworkassociated
with code maintenance, and greater ease for updates
anddistributionof theapplication inside your company,
or to your customers.



CLOUD
COMPUTING

BACK-END
SERVICES
Big solutions require a robust and adaptable back-

end development.

We specialize in developing high performance back-
end services: robust, adaptable, secure, scalable and
with a high capacity of data processing. Whether it’s
for a web application server, a personalized back-end
development or an API server, we create the
architectures better suited to adapt to your digital
products.

Let the Cloud bring a flexible, scalable and connected
business environment to your company.

A2 System's Cloud Administration services allow your
company to reduce the maintenance costs of the local
infrastructure, providing flexible and scalable services
which allow employees and users access fromanywhere
in the world. A2 System is your technological partner
which understands, evaluates, plans and implements
Cloud Computing services in any of the most important
platformsof themarket (GoogleCloudServices,Amazon
Web Services, or local services in each region, according
to the requirements).

Software as a Service

(SaaS)

Back-end as a Service

(MBaaS y BaaS)

Platform as a Service

(PaaS)

Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS)



$

BIG DATA

E-COMMERCE

Let us organize and take advantage of this great data
volume.

The huge volume of data generated nowadays, whether
it comes from the company itself, social media,
marketing, geolocation systems, among many others,
requires efficient storage and processing to allow
analysis and timely results achievement. In A2 System
we use tools and techniques to analyze large volumes of
data to enable your company to identify problems,
trends and new business opportunities, facilitating this
way strategic decision making.

Our goal is to develop a successful Internet business
for you.

At A2 System we specialize in designing and
developing appealing and functional online stores,
so that your business becomes more profitable.
To facilitate the managing of your online shop,
we integrate order management, invoicing, inventory,
customerservice,providers,etc…aswellasmanagement
of web content. We make sure that your page
is optimized for search engines and this way
make the most of your marketing efforts. Our
developmentsarecustomized,usingthelatesttechnologies,
adapting to each client’s specific needs, whether
for a new development or improving the functionality
of existing stores.



WHY
A2 SYSTEM?



WHY A2 SYSTEM?

HIGH QUALITY IT
SERVICES

QUALIFIED TEAM OF
EXPERTS

FOCUSED ON THE
CUSTOMER’S NEEDS

FLEXIBILITY

EXPERIENCE

AGILE
METHODOLOGIES

TRUST AND
TRANSPARENCY

INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS IN
LARGE BUSINESS AREAS

During 18 years in software development we have
successfully advised, developed and improved solutions
to solve the challenges of the industry in an innovative
way. These solutions have always been accompanied by
tools, methods and emerging technologies of the latest
generation in the sector.

A2 Systems is recognized and highly valued by its clients,
a reliable partner in software development which works
to exceed its client’s expectations.



CONTACT US!
EMAIL: info@a2system.net
ADDRESS: Parque Tecnológico de Andalucía,
Calle Severo Ochoa, 12, -1, Málaga, 29590.
PHONE: +34 951 769 781
www.a2system.net

More than 2.500.000.000 SMS and 1.600.000
registered users in our Messems chat service for
mobile carriers in several countries in Latin America.

E-commerce Web development and production
automation in www.chapea.com, achieving a sales
growth of 50% in less than a year.

More than 10.000 vehicles supervised in various
markets such as Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador and
Venezuela, through Movilsat, our fleet management
application.

Digital transformation of the Rafael Belloso Chacín
University, improving its productivity and
administrative processes.

50.000 downloads of the WeSingYou app for iOS
and Android.

350.000 downloads of the Dove Smart Mail app in
stores such as Getjar, Ovistore, Signtel, Cellmanía
(Orange), Vodafone, Handster, Appia.

Mobile apps, website, back-end services and back-
office application for www.tourme.com. They
already have more than 1.500 tour guides in over
400 cities.

SOME SUCCESS CASES
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